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The Cochrane Library is a unique collection of databases providing reliable information to guide effective 
healthcare decisions. Unlike MEDLINE or CINAHL, the Cochrane Library includes the full-text, including 
graphs, of the original systematic reviews produced by the Cochrane Collaboration. The reviews, which are 
updated regularly, provide quality, assessed information. Also included are critical appraisals of high-quality 
reviews published elsewhere. 
 

Creating a Search: 
Search example: Are zinc, Echinacea, or vitamin c effective for treating or preventing the common 
cold? 
1. Enter the first search term in the search box and click Continue. 

 

Note: The default search is a “keyword” search which looks for the string of characters, exactly 
                 as entered. Synonyms or alternate phrasings should also be considered in order to be  
                 complete (e.g. common cold or rhinovirus). 

Tip: Use the * to search alternate word endings (e.g. transplant* will retrieve transplant,  
             transplants, transplantation, transplanted, transplanting, etc.) 

Tip: Enclose exact phrases in quotations (e.g. “common cold”; “vitamin c”) 

2. Enter the next search term on the next line. Continue entering terms until all concepts are present. 
Note: You must hit Continue after each term is entered.  
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3. Combine search terms with AND/OR, as appropriate. 
 

 
 

Note: You must use the # in front of your search numbers (e.g. #1 and #2) 

Tip: Synonyms or words to be combined with OR can be entered in one search box (see #3)  
 

Tip: AND retrieves references in which both search terms must be present; restrictive way of  
                     combining (Ex. arthritis and aspirin) 

   
  OR retrieves references in which either term may be present; expansive way of  

   combining and good for synonym building  
  (Ex. aspirin or ibuprofen or acetaminophen) 
 

4. Click on the result number at the end of the row to review available results.  

 Note: The number is the total of hits across all sections of Cochrane Library, not the 
number of systematic reviews available. 

5. The Search Results page defaults to showing results from the Cochrane Database of Systematic 
Reviews, if any are available. Click the tabs to see the other sections (protocols, trials, etc.). 
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6. When you click on a title, a new window will open with the review. Sections on the right allow you to 
navigate to portions of the review (Results, Discussion, Figures, Tables, etc.). The review may be 
opened as a PDF file either as the Summary, Standard, or Full View.  

 

 
 

Note: The full-text is frequently very long.  
 

Printing/Exporting from Results:  
 The full-text of the Cochrane Reviews/Protocols must be printed one at time. Open the PDF view for a 

printer-friendly layout. 
 Bibliographic information from any tab/section of the Cochrane Library may be printed or exported. 

1. Click checkmarks next to desired records.  
2. Click the Export Selected Citations button. 
3. Choose the Export Format: Plan Text, RIS, BibteX, or CSV 
4. Click Download. 
5. Use the downloaded file to import the citations into the reference manager of your choice. 

Printing the Search Strategy: 
If a search is done via the Search Manager option, the search strategy can be printed/saved. 

1. Click the Print Search History button at the bottom of the Search Strategy box. 
2. Open the Notepad file that downloaded to your computer and print. 

Saving the Search Strategy: 
1. Click the Save this Search button.  
2. Click Save As (click Save if you want to overwrite an existing saved search and ignore step 3). 
3. Name the search and click Save As. 

Note: To view a saved search, click the View/Share Saved Searches button. 
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Advanced Search Tips: 

Type  Description  Example  

Boolean operators  Use AND, OR to combine search terms.  AND is 
restrictive and forces concepts to overlap 
(both/all).  OR is expansive and is good for synonym 
building/putting like concepts together (either/any).  

magnesium sulfate AND 
(eclampsia OR perinatal 
asphyxia)  

Proximity search using 
NEAR  

Use NEAR/ with a number to indicate proximity of 
terms either before or after each other. The default 
proximity value for the operator when no number is 
entered is 6.  

antidepressant NEAR/10 
narcolepsy  

Proximity search using 
NEXT  

Use NEXT with a number to match terms that 
appear next to each other. Note that the apostrophe 
within a term is treated as a space, thus to search 
for adjacent words in a term such as Down's 
Syndrome, the best search parameter to use is:   
down* NEAR/2 syndrome   

cholera NEXT treat*  

Wildcard truncation  Use an asterisk (*) to search for multiple characters 
before, within, or after a search string. A question 
mark can be used to search for a single character.  

abdom* *eclampsia  

Exact phrase search  Insert a term within quotation marks to create an 
exact match. Note that no search method is case 
sensitive, thus "PH" matches the same results as 
"pH", "Ph", or "ph".  

"mental health treatment" 
matches the phrase in 
exactly that word 
sequence  

Stemming  The stemming feature within the search allows 
words with small spelling variants to be matched. 
The term tumor will also match tumour.   

tumor cell  

Pluralization and 
singularization 
matches  

Pluralized forms of words also match singular 
versions, and vice versa. The term drugs will find 
both drug and drugs. To match either just the 
singular or plural form of a terms, use an exact 
match search and include the word in quotation 
marks.   

"vaccine"  

Diphthong characters  Terms with spelling variations that include 
diphthongs should be searched with a wildcard 
character to ensure that all forms of a term are 
matched. Some more common terms with 
diphthongs such as "haemorrhage" are 
automatically matched to their variant spellings 
through stemming.  

isch*mic stroke  

Stop words  Words such as "in," "the" and "of" are matched in 
the search. The Boolean search operators AND, 
OR, NOT, NEAR, and NEXT are the only terms 
treated as stop words.  

  

Hyphenated terms  Hyphens are treated as a space with an associated 
NEXT operator. The term heart-related will match 
the same results as heart NEXT related.   

evidence-based NEXT 
medicine  

 


